
 
Jack Venrick  

From: "Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
To: "AJack R. Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 30, 2009 8:37 PM
Attach: KingCountySheriffcrime_1984-2005(1).xls; Alloidal Title.eml
Subject: State Crimes Against Private Property
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Jack Venrick  
To: AJack R. Venrick  
Sent: Saturday, January 10, 2009 12:11 AM 
Subject: State Crimes Against Private Property 

 
  
  
To:  Property Crime Busters  
  
The following is my First Amendment opinion of the state of the State crimes 
against private property owners in Washington State and the nation in part.  
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Chart of the Day 
For some perspective into the all-important US real estate market, today's chart illustrates the US 
median price of a single-family home over the past 38 years. Thanks, in part, to low long-term interest 
rates, the trend from 1991 to 2005 was impressive. Not only did housing prices increase at a rapid rate, 
the rate at which housing prices increased – increased. That brings us to today's chart which illustrates 
how housing prices have dropped well below their accelerated upward trend and 29% from the 2005 
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peak. It is worth noting that housing prices are currently decreasing at a rapid rate. In fact, the rate at 
which housing prices have been decreasing has been increasing. 
 
 
  

 
  
This does not need to happen!  We have been brainwashed into a perverted 
sense of right and wrong in business.  

�  All we have to do is eliminate the taxes and usurious interest rates upon the 
natural born property owners and upgrade their land titles to allodial.  

� The government has more than enough wealth to fund basic infrastructure 
without fraudulently and directly taxing the the natural born 

� So called apportioned direct taxes was never unanimously approved by 
the several  

�  
� In fact it is purposely not reporting all its sources and not using its 

natural sources  
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� http://taxretirement.com:80/ 

  
  

No Property Taxes + No to Low Interest Rates + Allodial 
Land Title = Your Rights As Individual Kings   
  
  
I.  The property taxes upon your private property are the first illegitimate taking 
creating this so called secondary loan problem.   

� The county and city governments are forcing these people into foreclosure 
along with the usurious bankers.   

� It is not the property owners so much who are the problem, it is these three 
perverted Ponzi schemes of taking property   

� The dysfunctional counties want to make you believe they are the kings, e.g. 
King County Pierce County is better named..   

� These counties and many of the cities, large and small have become 
mentally disturbed because they have lost sight of the fundamentals  

� Even most of the natural born do not understand their God given birth rights 

  
  
II.  The use of legal fiction usurious interest rates upon your private property by 
the banks is the second problem   

� THEY DO NOT NEED INTEREST ON TOP OF CLOSING COSTS  
�  Their closing costs alone are enough to cover their expense plus their profit  
� Very low interest rates could be offered to marginal borrowers but never 

with foreclosure privileges  
� Does this concept blow your mind?  It did mind too, when I heard it.  
� Einstein said that compound interest is the eighth wonder of the world.  

� What he didn't tell you was interest and bankers are equivalent to money 
changers.    

� Pumping more unconstitutional fiat worthless credit/debt into the system for 
the banks to continue this charade is like.. 
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� Funding the mob so they can continue their racketeering and extortion 
upon the local businesses to keep the economy going 

� We are a nation of idiots who have been brain washed into swallowing hook 
line and sinker that their are no other choices but the existing system  

� Again it is a shell game of preselected few choices staged as free choices 
� This is why the usury rate in Washington state is 12% if you and I as natural 

born Citizens contract but unlimited for legal fiction corporations 

III. The absence of allodial land rights on your property is the third problem 
  

� Allodial land rights were the original titles equivalent to land patents  
� See Allodial Title email attached  
� Allodial title is an unalienable right given to you by birth in America as a 

natural born sovereign and free state CITIZEN  
� No one can take your land, home or property if you have allodial title even 

if it has debt upon it 
� This is the subversion and perversion of the lieyers, bankers, 

government types who are stuffing their careers with your property 
� You do not own your land with Fee Simple, it is another taking by the ABA 

and the state  
� Fee Simple allows the state and courts to treat you like a business  
� Also search on "allodial title" to discover more truth on this important 

subject  
� The existing legal fiction laws against private property are crimes against 

the natural rights of natural born sovereign state CITIZENS  
� The banks, lawyers, COurts, legislature/CONgress and 

Executioners are enjoined and complicit with other special interest groups to 
take your rights  
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See how highly correlated the crime data is to the population of King County.  
This is no accident of course.  Always ask yourself what are they NOT showing. 
  
Also check out the rest of the data and charts attached above in the Excel spread 
sheet.  The data comes from Washington Assoc. of sheriffs and 
Police Chiefs. http://www.waspc.org/index.php?c=Crime%20Statistics .  
  

� The first thing that caught my eye was the drop of King County population 
starting about 1991.   

� What you don't see here are all of the state crimes AGAINST the rural and 
urban private property owners!   
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� In addition to the property tax crime, you have all the DDES coding crimes 
against the rural property owners; there are at least 1500 of these a year.   

� You can go here to get the drift of the unreported government taking crimes 
against the natural born, sovereign and free state CITIZENS - 
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/EmbattledPropertyOwnerStories.dwt.asp

� King County and all the others counties and cites in America who are 
creating this nightmare of unquestionable crime against Private Property 
Owners are incurring their due karma and the wrath of Newton's Third Law  

� King County population will continue to drop because the property owners 
are getting smart and voting with their feet. 

� This is called SMART DECLINE which is God's answer to unSmart & 
unconstitutional corralling of people  

� You have to ask yourself when are the people in the cities going to wake 
up and stop treating their own kind like cattle being "chuted" into 
growth planning models that never work 

� go here to confirm that statement if it offends you - www.ti.org  
� go here to see the lessons learned on county semantic swindling or 

how they invent lies to take property - 
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromCriticalAreaOrdinanceMyths.dwt.asp

� Real-estate prices are plummeting for a number of reasons, not least of all is 
the treachery of King County upon the rural private and business property 
owners  

� Free choice within the Laws of Nature and Nature's God allow competition 
and Newton's Third Law of "Karma" to cull out the sick and weak  

� The government is and should be a charity case for only free donations as 
each natural born and legal immigrant see fit 
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Here are the unconstitutional and illegitimate taxes on my ranch over the last 30 
years.   

� Mounting pressure from property owners are exposing the fraud of property 
taxes 

� These type of taxes are unconstitutional and have been repeatedly 
declared so in at least 4 state high courts.   

� If they are unconstitutional in one state, they are unconstitutional in all states 
because they have to conform to the U.S. Constitution 

� which requires all direct taxes to be apportioned by population which of 
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course make it impossible to directly tax private property.  
� The lower courts ignore the higher courts  
� The councils, mayors, states, counties, cities ignore everything that does not 

suit their takings of private property and our traditional way of life  
� The higher courts for the most part ignore the Laws of Nature and 

Nature's God  
� The people ignore their history and thus become enslaved in ignorance and 

apathy   
� This is one of the best articles I have read on the illegitimacy of direct taxes. 

http://mwhodges.home.att.net/tax-history.htm 
  

  
Not only are all state, county and city taxes upon private property 
unconstitutional and fraudulent...... 

� They are being increased at rates that exceed the CPI and the ability of the 
home and land owners including the elderly to stay in their homes.   

� You can see the impact indirectly via the foreclosure map above for 
Washington State.  

� The U.S. Constitution makes it unconstitutional to tax private property, 
e.g your home, land, vehicles, animals, wages and your wealth, if you have 
any left.   

� The high courts, what legitimate judges are left, have ruled repeatedly that 
private property cannot be taxed.   

� But this does not stop the crooks in CONgress, state legislatures, county and 
city councils and the mayors from robbing you from womb through your 
tomb. 

This is the same shell game and Ponzi scam going on with our monetary system, 
the central banking system , the usurious interest rates  and the crooked tax 
system in America all of which lead to the boom bust endless recessions and 
depressions and yes, even the wars are funded and brokered for profit by this 
low lives. 
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Many of our best and brightest have been duped into believing someone or 
something needs to take care of them at any price. 

�  Over half of  300 million Americans believe that the government and 
corporations are in business to take care of them, directly or indirectly.   

� Yet both of these entities are artificial and legal fiction man made groups.   
� They are ruled by wizards not unlike the Wizard of OZ.   
� They are empty suits and empty dresses, with big degrees and high IQ's, 

who have no clue and no sense of the Laws of Nature and Nature's God let 
alone the fundamentals of freedom and liberty and unalienable rights. 

  
We have created a class of inhuman legal fiction municipal corporate and 
private corporate political groups who have empowered themselves with God 
like powers who were never given authority or jurisdiction to leave their 10 
square mile sandbox in Washedoutington DC.   

� They have crawled out of their box and infected US all.   
� We have created two crime mobs that are tearing this country and our 

private property apart. 

  
Government from the little towns like Enumclaw to our largest cities have 
become predatory through an explosion of ignorance of our most fundamental 
laws. 
  
God has been pushed out and the ungodly government types have back filled 
into the vacuum like swarms of locust. 
  
American welfare is a forced concept vs. charity based on love, that has created 
a cesspool of more taking.   

� Only 11% of government "welfare" takings go to "welfare" types while 50% 
goes to fraud.   
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� Don't think the Red Cross is going to save you either, they kept most of their 
hundreds of millions of donations during the New Orleans disaster  

� Can you believe that the City of Seattle told its locals to take care of 
themselves during an emergency 

� The City said they may not be able to get to them for a few days  
� NOW THAT IS MY KIND TOWN, BRAVO SEATTLE  

  
By slowly giving up our individual responsibilities and usurping God from every 
aspect of our society, the government and the corporations have quickly become 
god.   

� Legal fiction artificial municipal corporations and private legal fiction 
corporations have usurped our traditional way of life,  

� Sending generations of our families to unnecessary wars to die  
� Turned a nation of wealth into a nation of debt,  
� Turned a sovereign nation and its sovereign states and its natural born 

sovereign and free state Citizens into UNNATURAL AND 
UNSOVEREIGN SLAVES. 

  
While it took a hundred years to "free" one class of Americans,  

� We have systemically enslaved the entire population through the criminal 
misuse of legal fiction laws of municipal and private corporations,  

� all invented by legal fiction wizards from the American Bar Association and 
the self made Kings Courts.   

� They have systemically taken our God given birth rights by extortion, 
larceny, plutocracy, racketeering, literal assault and battery, harassment, 
predatory legislation, regulation and laws upon the natural born 
sovereign and free state Citizens.   

� They took the English Common law, hated by the Colonists, and 
perverted it further, exploiting every private and public right of the 
natural born sovereign and free into a crime.   

� All of the natural born are threaten with contempt and threaten daily by De 
Facto colored corporate law overlaid upon the natural born, sovereign & 
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free  
� Judas judges have taken away the power of the people to decide and judge 

the law 

  
The dark side has broken up a free nation  

� into a million takings, regions, districts, zones, ordinances, codes, fees, 
permits, licenses,  

� to create bite size pieces  
� to create a myth in the minds of the natural born.   
� The myth is swallowed by the uninformed.   
� We are controlled by the illusion of a few choices is the same as free 

choice.   
� They have zoned us down, strangling and regulating US to death needlessly  
� They have turned our own militia into our enemy,  
� They have dropped our borders,  
� Ignored all our fundamental laws of the land, robbed us into and after the 

grave.   
� The arrogant city, county, state and federal types with their illegitimate 

armies of liayers and black boots raid our traditional way of life  
� The dark side reprocesses the rural areas into sterile Stepford towns with 

criminal trespassing rails to trails and crime ridden parks  
� They impose elite urban planning to herd and turn pleasant little 

communities into high density bee hives and ant colonies.   
� Then they act surprised when people start acting like insects and they write 

more laws to control them.   
� How utterly contrary and insane can the city and country and state 

governments be than this.   
� They plan and create an obscene disaster   
� Then they try to justify their idiocy by taking away our rights  
� Then they tell US it's for our own safety. 

  
They took our birthrights immediately by omitting the Bill of Rights in the 
original Constitution at the objection of many of the delegates.   
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� They  could not obtain the necessary unanimous approval of this so called 
constitution,  

� So they invented Article VII to make 9 states "sufficient".   

  
Why has it taken US over two centuries see this shell game?   
  
Wake up Americans, for God sake, before the dark side take over our homes, 
land, vehicles, animals, families, education, privacy, health, wages, wealth, ad 
nausea.   
  
Oh, there I go again, I keep forgetting, they already have!  Sorry to bother you, 
go back to sleep, this is all old news.  I am only repeating myself again because 
it is impossible for me to believe what is going on in America over the last 232 
years even.   
  
Now we have an illegal foreign alien in the White House to continue the charade 
of taking of the last legal natural born one.  It does not make any difference who 
is in government office of any kind currently, because they have no power or 
principals "AND because".....they are not the ones running America.  
  
  
  
Jack Venrick 
Enumclaw, Washington 
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More State unconstitutional takings against the private property of your wages  
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"The budget should be balanced, the Treasury should 
be refilled, public debt should be reduced, the 
arrogance of officialdom should be tempered and 
controlled, and the assistance to foreign lands should 
be curtailed lest Rome become bankrupt. People must 
again learn to work, instead of living on public 
assistance."  Cicero - 55 B.C. 
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